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Limits of Kirchhof’s Laws in 
Plasmonics
Gary Razinskas1, Paolo Biagioni  2 & Bert Hecht  1,3

The validity of Kirchhof’s laws in plasmonic nanocircuitry is investigated by studying a junction of 
plasmonic two-wire transmission lines. We ind that Kirchhof’s laws are valid for suiciently small 
values of a phenomenological parameter κ relating the geometrical parameters of the transmission 
line with the efective wavelength of the guided mode. Beyond such regime, for large values of the 
phenomenological parameter, increasing deviations occur and the equivalent impedance description 
(Kirchhof’s laws) can only provide rough, but nevertheless useful, guidelines for the design of 
more complex plasmonic circuitry. As an example we investigate a system composed of a two-wire 
transmission line and a nanoantenna as the load. By addition of a parallel stub designed according to 
Kirchhof’s laws we achieve maximum signal transfer to the nanoantenna.

he strong subwavelength light coninement of guided plasmonic modes supported by noble-metal nanowires1–3 
is a prerequisite for the realization of optical nanocircuits bridging the size mismatch between nanoelectronics 
and micrometer-scaled optical devices. At the core of such optical nanocircuits lies a very small footprint net-
work of optical transmission lines enabling the controlled distribution and manipulation of plasmonic excita-
tions. Devices featuring well-deined built-in functionalities4,5 such as directional switching6–8 or iltering9 have 
been realized. Junctions of such transmission lines represent one of the fundamental building blocks of any such 
network.

he power of electronic circuit design is based on the fact that complex circuitry can be replaced by simple 
circuit elements described by a discrete impedance. Circuit elements can then be arranged into networks whose 
functionality can be analyzed based on Kirchhof ’s laws. Naturally, some eforts have also been devoted to the 
use of Kirchhof ’s laws for the description of circuit elements and circuitry at optical frequencies. he igurative 
representation and modularization of nano-optical systems enabled by the application of equivalent circuit mod-
els provides signiicant insight into their optical response and can be used to improve the overall performance of 
plasmonic nanostructures such as isolated nanospheres10, dipole11–16 and more elaborate17 nanoantennas, or plas-
monic waveguide components18,19. As a well-established principle of classical transmission line theory, the imped-
ance description of lumped and distributed circuit elements13,20,21 has also been successfully applied to improve 
the impedance matching between a plasmonic waveguide and a nanoantenna18,22 and between waveguide seg-
ments of diferent geometry and/or orientation23–26. However, at the short wavelengths involved and given the 
inite dimensions of nano-optical circuitry the applicability of Kirchhof ’s laws cannot be taken for granted. Yet 
there is no systematic study as to what extent circuit theory can be applied to subwavelength plasmonic systems.

In spite of the similarities, the optical (plasmonic) regime shows signiicant diferences from the radio fre-
quency (RF) regime. Firstly, at optical frequencies noble metals do not behave as perfect conductors but, due 
to the small negative real part of their permittivity, as plasmonic materials. his holds several implications, for 
example the non-negligible skin depth compared to the wire cross section, which in turn creates volume cur-
rents with no counterparts in RF27. Secondly, the lumped element model of electronic circuits and Kirchhof ’s 
laws can be understood as an approximation of Maxwell’s equations in the low-frequency domain (quasistatic 
limit), equivalent to assuming the involved wires, when compared to the circuit’s operation wavelength, as quasi 
one-dimensional in cross section and their junctions as point-like objects. While in the RF regime with typ-
ical ratios of wire dimension to wavelength on the order of 10−3 (estimated for a common twin lead cable at 
100 MHz frequency) this limit is satisied, in the optical regime the approximation has to be questioned. Even 
with state-of-the-art fabrication techniques the realizable dimensions (i.e. the nanowire cross-section and the 
inter-wire distance) are in the range of a few tens of nanometers, thus such realistic nanowires and their junc-
tions are rather laterally extended objects in a size range comparable to the efective wavelength of the supported 
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eigenmodes, which is relected by ratios of wire dimension to wavelength exceeding 0.1, as further detailed below. 
Finally, at variance with the purely transverse guided modes sustained by perfect conductors (which is the case in 
the RF regime), plasmonic modes possess a signiicant longitudinal component that is not taken into account in 
the standard impedance description.

Here, we investigate the validity of the Kirchhof ’s circuit laws in the optical regime by considering a funda-
mental, yet simple system, i.e. a junction of two-wire transmission lines (TWTLs) supporting an antisymmet-
ric guided plasmonic mode. he irst part of this work deals with an idealized junction of ininite TWTLs of 
uniform cross sectional geometry with one input and two outputs. We show by inite-diference time-domain 
(FDTD) simulations that clear deviations occur from the expected behavior derived from Kirchhof ’s circuit 
laws applied to the same waveguide junction. By varying the TWTL’s cross sectional dimensions, the deviation 
from Kirchhof theory can clearly be correlated with an increasing inite extension of the structure. Despite the 
signiicant deviations, which cannot be completely neglected even for nanowire dimensions at the limit of current 
microfabrication techniques, we show that Kirchhof ’s laws can still be used as a qualitative guideline to compose 
nano-optical circuitry that is then subject to further (numerical) optimization. he second part of this work 
highlights additional deviations due to mutual coupling of discrete circuit components located in close proximity 
based on the example of a system composed of a TWTL and a nanoantenna as the load. By addition of a parallel 
stub designed according to Kirchhof ’s laws we realize maximum transfer of signal between circuit elements, a 
necessary prerequisite for the design of eicient devices, and use this example to further test the validity of the 
lumped-element impedance approach.

Materials and Methods
A classical TWTL consists of a pair of parallel conducting wires separated by a uniform distance. Wire geometry 
and separation determine its characteristic impedance Z0. It is a fact of classical transmission line theory that 
the parallel connection of two such idealized ininitely long TWTLs (as shown in Fig. 1a) results in an equal 
splitting of any input current. his is an implication of the node analysis by means of Kirchhof ’s circuit laws. To 
be more speciic, if two impedances are connected in parallel, the voltage drop across both of them is identical, 
thus according to Ohm’s law the current entering the junction is split inversely proportional to their impedances. 
herefore, for two identical parallel impedances the current splits equally. he optical analogue, the simpliied 
plasmonic TWTL junction geometry studied in the following, is sketched in Fig. 1b. An input TWTL (marked 
as s in Fig. 1b) of characteristic impedance Z0 branches into two perpendicularly oriented TWTLs (marked as t 
and u in Fig. 1b) of identical cross section extending to ininity. For reasons of simplicity the investigated TWTL 
structure is placed in vacuum to ensure that both the vertical and the horizontal TWTLs support the same prop-
agating mode with identical Z0 and to exclude any parasitic efects of a substrate. In the simulations presented 
here, two nanowires of squared cross section consisting of gold and separated by a small gap build up the TWTL. 
he dielectric function of gold is modeled according to experimental data28 itted with an analytical model29. In 
a irst step, we calculate the mode proile of the antisymmetric TWTL eigenmode at a wavelength λ = 830 nm 
(Fig. 1b, inset) for a given wire cross section by means of a full-vectorial eigenmode solver (MODE Solutions, 
Lumerical Solutions Inc.). Aterwards, full-3D FDTD simulations (FDTD Solutions, Lumerical Solutions Inc.) 
are carried out at the same wavelength exciting the structure from the input TWTL side (s) by directly injecting 

Figure 1. Classical vs. plasmonic transmission lines. (a) Two classical TWTLs of identical characteristic 
impedance Z0 connected in parallel resulting in an equal splitting of electrical currents at the point junction. 
(b) Equivalent junction of two plasmonic TWTLs, an idealized building block of optical nanocircuits. (inset) 
he guided antisymmetric mode (electric ield intensity |E|2 at free-space wavelength λ = 830 nm) is directly 
launched from the let and propagates along the nano-sized TWTL, where the mode intensity is split at the 
parallel junction. he mode symmetry is deined by the symmetry of the longitudinal ield component Ex with 
respect to the TWTL mid-plane.
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the previously calculated mode. Ininitely long TWTLs are mimicked in the simulations by extending them into 
perfectly matched layer boundaries, thus avoiding any back-relection to the junction region. he whole TWTL 
junction region is covered by a uniform mesh of 1 × 1 × 1 nm3 cell size.

Results and Discussion
Figure 2a–d show simulation results for a small-sized TWTL composed of nanowires with a 30 × 30 nm2 cross 
section separated by a 10 nm gap. When exciting the TWTL’s antisymmetric eigenmode (see Fig. 2a, inset) in a 
single ininite TWTL, the intensity is exponentially damped along the propagation direction (Fig. 2a). As the 
parallel junction is formed by introducing the upward TWTL (u) (Fig. 2b) the intensity transmitted through the 

Figure 2. Parallel junction of plasmonic TWTLs. (a) Optical near-ield intensity distribution in a cut through 
the gap centered between small-sized nanowires (width = height = 30 nm, gap = 10 nm) of an unconnected 
TWTL. Inset: modal proile of the guided antisymmetric mode with most of its intensity localized in the 
nanowire gap. he dashed white line indicates the plane used to record the near-ield intensity cut. (b) Same as 
in (a) but for a parallel junction of TWTLs. (c) Intensity diference plot obtained from the maps with (b) and 
without (a) the upward pointing semi-ininite TWTL. (d) Standing wave pattern forming along the TWTL due 
to partial relection of the antisymmetric mode at the TWTL junction used to extract the relection coeicient. 
he theoretically expected behavior (red dashed line) corresponding to |Γ| = 1/3 and θΓ = π is added as a guide 
for the eye. he intensity distribution (black solid line) is recorded mid-height in the gap center of the horizontal 
TWTL. (e–h) he same as (a–d), but for a parallel junction of wider TWTLs (width = height = 120 nm, 
gap = 10 nm).
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junction region into the horizontal output TWTL (t) is signiicantly reduced, in favor of both mode intensity 
propagating in the upward direction and mode intensity being relected due to the impedance mismatch at the 
junction. he latter results in the formation of a standing wave intensity pattern on the input side, as obvious 
from Fig. 2c, where we plot the intensity diference between the simulation results of Fig. 2b and those of Fig. 2a.

We introduce two igures of merit to analyze the junction and quantify the diference between the plasmonic 
TWTL junctions and their RF counterparts, namely the power splitting ratio and the (complex) relection coei-
cient Γ = |Γ| θΓe j , where |Γ| and θΓ denote the relection amplitude and phase, respectively, and j is the imaginary 
unit. Firstly, the power splitting ratio is obtained by applying a mode-overlap analysis using 2D near-ield data in 
cuts through the horizontal (vertical) output TWTL at equal distances from the junction center to determine the 
remaining power in the antisymmetric mode in the horizontal (vertical) output. With this, the power splitting 
ratio is determined as the ratio of powers in the antisymmetric mode along the horizontal and the vertical output 
TWTL, respectively. As a measure for the deviations from the RF behavior we exploit the fact that in classical 
transmission line theory Kirchhof ’s circuit laws together with Ohm’s law predict an equal splitting of power at a 
parallel junction of two identical semi-ininite TWTLs.

Secondly, further insight into the behavior of the junction region is obtained by determining Γ at the junction 
position as a direct measure of the degree of impedance matching. he input impedance Ztot of a parallel junction 
of horizontal and vertical semi-ininite output TWTLs with the same Z0 is Ztot = Z0/2, which is not impedance 
matched to the characteristic impedance of the input TWTL. Consequently, the guided plasmon mode is partially 
relected as it reaches the junction, which according to the deinition of Γ,

Γ =
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Z Z
,
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0
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results in a theoretically expected relection amplitude |Γ| = 1/3 and a phase accumulation θΓ = π. In numerical 
simulations, Γ is obtained by itting the total intensity Itotal of the standing wave pattern building up along the 
input TWTL along a linecut centered in the TWTL gap with the following analytical model18,
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where k and A0 denote wave vector and initial ield amplitude of the mode, respectively. k is obtained from the 
eigenmode solver as the eigenvalue for the respective cross-sectional TWTL geometry. he geometrical junction 
center is set to position X.

For the geometry studied in Fig. 2a–d one observes that the intensity in the antisymmetric mode entering the 
horizontal output is only 10% larger than the intensity directed into the vertical output. Similarly, as shown in 
Fig. 2d, the relection amplitude Γ = 0.321 and phase θΓ = 3.069 obtained by itting of Eq. 2 to the standing wave 
pattern also reveal very small diferences from transmission line theory predictions of 3.7% and 2.3%, respec-
tively. In the regime investigated in Fig. 2a–d, therefore, Kirchhof ’s laws respresent a valuable asset, providing 
accurate predictions for the response of the plasmonic circuit.

he inluence of the structure size on the observed deviations from RF theory is demonstrated in Fig. 2e–h, 
showing equivalent simulation results for a wider TWTL with nanowire cross section of 120 × 120 nm2 and a 
gap of 10 nm. Here, the intensity distribution in the gap region becomes notably asymmetric, as seen in Fig. 2f,g, 
leading to the presence of anomalous ield gradients at the junction, which deviate markedly from the expected 
transversal wavefronts of the guided modes. he resulting deviation from the RF-like behavior is manifested 
in a very poor power splitting ratio of 5.51 and calculated relection amplitude Γ = 0.094 and phase θΓ = 3.081 
(Fig. 2h). To investigate in more detail the inluence of the lateral dimensions of the plasmonic waveguide on the 
degree of agreement with RF theory, we systematically varied the nanowire width (Fig. 3a–c) and the gap distance 
(Fig. 3d–f), separately.

On the one side, as the width and the height of the nanowires with square cross section are simultaneously 
increased (with a ixed gap of 10 nm) the power splitting ratio (Fig. 3a) gradually increases and deviates more 
from the expected ratio of 1. hus, especially for wider wires, the guided mode tends to propagate mostly horizon-
tally, whereas only little intensity is re-directed to the upward oriented TWTL. Similarly, the relection amplitude 
displayed in Fig. 3b (black curve) drastically decreases for increasing wire dimensions, again deviating more and 
more from the expected value of |Γ| = 1/3. It is noted that the relection phase (Fig. 3b, red curve) in contrast does 
not show such a monotone behavior, but still shows a strong deviation from the expected value of θΓ = π beyond 
a wire width of 140 nm. he observed increase in deviations from RF theory derived from the two igures of merit 
can be tentatively correlated to a phenomenological characteristic TWTL dimension κ, which is deined as the 
ratio of the largest TWTL physical dimension, which can be either the nanowire width or the gap distance, and 
the efective wavelength λef of the antisymmetric mode supported by the speciic TWTL cross section. Originally, 
the lumped circuit model and consequently Kirchhof ’s circuit laws were derived under the assumption of very 
small characteristic circuit cross sections compared to the circuit’s operation wavelength, i.e. κ 1. Figure 3c 
shows the evolution of λef (black curve) as a function of the nanowire width, demonstrating an initial increase of 
λef followed by a saturation behavior for wires exceeding about 100 nm in width. With this the evolution of the 
phenomenological parameter κ is derived, showing a steady increase as the nanowire width grows and reaches 
values of almost 0.5 for the widest wires studied (Fig. 3c, red curve). Here, the validity of the assumption of κ 1 
clearly breaks down, an occurrence that correlates with the strongly deviating behavior of TWTL junctions com-
posed of extended nanowires.

On the other side, as the gap is increased (with a ixed cross section of 30 × 30 nm2) the power splitting ratio 
(Fig. 3d) irst decreases reaching a minimum (and thus best agreement with theory) for a gap of 20 nm, then it 
starts increasing again for larger gaps. However, even for the largest investigated gap of 100 nm the deviation 
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remains rather small (less than 20% increase). Similarly, the relection amplitude (Fig. 3e, black curve) shows best 
agreement with the expected value of |Γ| = 1/3 for a gap width of 20 nm. his behavior can be again phenomeno-
logically correlated with the relative characteristic TWTL dimension κ. As shown in Fig. 3f, λef increases with gap 
size, however the TWTL’s largest physical dimension is not changing up to a gap of 30 nm, since only then the gap 
distance and the nanowire width become equal in size. herefore, κ is not monotonically increasing, but instead 
shows a minimum for 30 nm gap sizes. Also, in the presented gap scan κ has overall smaller values compared 
to the nanowire width scan (Fig. 3c), supporting the generally better agreement with the lumped circuit model.

Based on this analysis, and thanks to the improved understanding gained on the reasons and the relevance of 
the deviations from Kirchhof ’s laws, we can infer that it is possible with reasonable accuracy to extend the range 
of validity of Kirchhof ’s analysis to plasmonic waveguide networks in the optical regime provided that κ .⪅ 0 1. In 
this case the lumped circuit approximation commonly used in the RF regime can be applied on safe grounds. It 
should be noted, though, that the numerical case study at hand of course cannot be taken as a general proof for the 
validity of the κ-criterion. Nevertheless, it is expected that similar threshold values will be found in diferent sys-
tems as well. his is highly beneicial because it allows one to simplify complex relevant problems such as the 
optimization of power transfer in a system composed of a TWTL and a nanoantenna as the load by addition of a 
suitable parallel-connected tuning element. As an intermediate step towards this goal, we irst apply the circuit 
description to a system composed of an ininite TWTL and a parallel-connected inite TWTL section of length L 
(usually referred to as a ‘stub’30,31), as sketched in Fig. 4a. For this geometry one expects relection at the stub ter-
mination and thus resonances building up within the stub. For this study, in order to further corroborate the role 
played by the phenomenological parameter κ, the geometrical cross section of the TWTL is chosen as in Fig. 2a–d, 
i.e. the individual nanowires have a cross section of 30 × 30 nm2 and a gap of 10 nm. hus, κ takes a value of 0.036 
and the geometry is expected to show a good agreement with the theory based on Kirchhof ’s laws. Figure 4b 
shows the simulated near-ield intensity distribution within the ininite TWTL when connected in parallel with a 
high impedance stub (L = 120 nm, top) and a low impedance stub (L = 180 nm, bottom). he high relectivity 
observed for the case of the low impedance stub is a direct consequence of the destructive interference along the 
output TWTL. Figure 4c shows the relection amplitude and phase for varying stub length L as measured at the 
stub connection position obtained by full-3D FDTD simulations (red dots). As expected, the relection amplitude 
can be tuned over a wide range of values by adjusting L. Note that nearly full and nearly zero relectivity can be 
obtained. Moreover, the observed modulation period matches λef/2 of the antisymmetric waveguide mode due to 
the formation of resonances in the stub. When compared to the analytical circuit model (see Supporting 
Information), the features are qualitatively reproduced fairly well, apart from residual deviations for speciic stub 
lengths, especially around relection maxima and minima corresponding to low and high impedance stubs, 
respectively.

Based on the demonstrated ability of tuning the relectivity by a stub, we now incorporate a parallel stub into a 
prototypical nanocircuit relevant for applications. In this nanocircuit (shown in Fig. 5a) the concept of impedance 

Figure 3. Variation of plasmonic TWTL dimensions. (a) Power splitting ratio, (b) relection amplitude (black 
curve) and phase (red curve), and (c) λef (black curve) and κ (red curve) as a function of nanowire width. he 
gap is kept constant at 10 nm. (d) Power splitting ratio, (e) relection amplitude (black curve) and phase (red 
curve), and (f) λef (black curve) and κ (red curve) as a function of the gap size. he nanowire width and the 
height are kept constant at 30 nm.
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matching is applied by connecting a deined stub of length L in parallel at a distance d from a load nanoantenna 
of length lant in order to fulill the condition of minimizing the system’s relectivity or achieve maximum signal 
transfer to the nanoantenna. Note that with complex impedances minimum voltage relectivity and maximum 
power transfer are two diferent conditions18,32. he equivalent circuit representation is detailed in the inset of 
Fig. 5a. he complexity of such a system, together with the potentially large scattering background that might 
be present in the surroundings of the circuit because of the large radiation resistance of the antenna, opens up 
further relevant issues. In particular, this system is the perfect candidate to check for spurious deviations from the 
simple theory because of near-ield coupling and/or radiative cross-talk between the lumped elements (here, the 
antenna and the stub) not included in the RF model. An exhaustive study of the practically unlimited number of 
possible nanocircuits with diferent combinations of L, d, and lant is beyond the scope of this work.

Instead, we concentrate on two speciic loading conditions, namely an open-end termination (i.e. lant = 70 nm) 
and a resonant nanoantenna (i.e. lant = 230 nm). As in the classical transmission line theory, the open end termi-
nation of the plasmonic TWTL under investigation results in a nearly perfect relectivity (|Γ| = 97.4%), while 
the termination with a resonant nanoantenna leads to a minimum in relectivity (|Γ| = 37.6%) (see Fig. S1, 
Supporting Information). Figure 5b,c show plots of the simulated relection amplitude and phase for varying 
stub length L and ixed stub distance d = 200 nm (red dots) for open end and resonant nanoantenna termina-
tion, respectively. Simulation data for a third, non-resonant antenna of length lant = 290 nm with an intermediate 
relection amplitude together with additional distances d in the range from 50 nm to 2 µm for each antenna length 
are presented in Figs S2, S3 and S4 (Supporting Information). When compared to the analytical circuit model 
(blue solid line, see also Supporting Information) some clear deviations are identiied. While this disagreement 
can again be in part attributed to the small deviations already observed before for the junction of ininite TWTLs, 
the newly introduced coupling between nearby elements in this system may lead to additional deviations. his 
might be e.g. due to the radiation resistance of the antenna elements, which results in a large scattering that can be 
channelled back towards nearby elements (‘photon recycling’)33, or due to the coupling between lumped elements, 
which distorts the local ield coniguration and thus changes the value of the efective lumped impedance. From 
all the presented data one can draw some tentative conclusions concerning the degree of agreement between the 
simulations and the model. Generally, smaller distances d between the stub and the load result in larger devia-
tions (see e.g. Fig. S2). On the one side, the fact that the main deviations are observed if d gets smaller than about 
500 nm is consistent with a mode propagation length of about 900 nm for the guided mode, since coupling efects 
through guided modes in the antenna-stub cavity become less important as the round trip distance gets longer 
than the propagation length. On the other side, if scattered ields would be the main source of coupling instead 
of guided modes, we should see larger disagreement for antenna terminations with large radiation eiciencies, 
which is not the case. Instead, the system terminated by the resonant load antenna (Figs 5c and S3) seems to show 
the best agreement, even for a 100 nm distance. herefore, it is tentatively suggested that the guided ields bounc-
ing back and forth between the stub and the load are responsible for the observed deviations since they result 

Figure 4. Finite stub relectivity tuning. (a) Sketch of the investigated system featuring an ininite TWTL 
connected in parallel with a inite stub of length L. he shown antisymmetric mode is directly launched from 
the let and propagates along the nano-sized TWTL. (b) he mode’s standing wave pattern along a cut at 
midheight through the TWTL for high impedance stub (L = 120 nm, top) and low impedance stub (L = 180 nm, 
bottom). (c) Relection amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) for systems of varying stub length L. he red dots 
are obtained by itting of FDTD simulation data with the model described in Eq. 2, while the blue solid lines are 
obtained by the analytical model (Supporting Information).
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in increased coupling, resulting in larger disagreement for elements that have a high relectivity for the guided 
mode such as the open end termination (Figs 5b and S2). Consistently with its intermediate relectivity value, 
the non-resonant antenna (lant = 290 nm, Fig. S4) shows a degree of agreement which is in between the open end 
and the resonant antenna. Lastly, the deviation reaches a maximum when the relectivity amplitude of the overall 
system is minimum, meaning that the energy is efectively “stored” in the cavity formed between the stub and the 
load. For the lumped circuit model to take these efects into account, one should add a dependent current source 
describing the coupling between the individual elements10, with signiicant additional complexity.

Despite all the mentioned deviations, the lumped circuit model still can serve as a rough guideline to compose 
complex nano-optical circuitry by taking advantage of the possibility inherent to an analytical model to rapidly 
scan multi-dimensional parameter spaces for optimization purposes. A limited set of time-consuming numerical 
simulations can subsequently be performed to verify and ine-tune these pre-optimized parameters to further 
take into account additional coupling efects. Although in the analysis of experimental data the inaccuracy of 
the equivalent lumped model may be partly obscured by the resolution and reproducibility of the established 
nanolithography techniques, such as electron-beam lithography and Ga-based focused ion beam milling, cur-
rent trends moving e.g. towards single-crystal Au ilms34 and He-based ion beam milling35,36 might require the 

Figure 5. Tuning the relectivity in a nanoantenna-terminated TWTL by a parallel stub. (a) Sketch of the 
investigated system featuring a inite TWTL terminated by an optical antenna of length lant connected in parallel 
with a inite stub of length L at a distance d from the antenna. he shown antisymmetric mode is directly 
launched from the let and propagates along the nano-sized TWTL. Inset: Equivalent circuit representation of 
the system. (b) Relection amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) for varying stub length L in a system with open 
end termination (lant = 70 nm) and d = 200 nm. (b) Relection amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) for varying 
stub length L in a system with resonant antenna termination (lant = 230 nm) and d = 200 nm. he red dots are 
obtained by itting of FDTD simulation data with the model described in Eq. 2, while the blue solid lines are 
obtained by the analytical model (Supporting Information).
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highest level of accuracy in the modelling of plasmonic nanocircuitry. As a inal remark, it should be noted that 
the application of the equivalent impedance approach to plasmonic waveguiding is relatively straightforward only 
as long as metal-insulator-metal geometries are considered, for which voltages and currents are easily deined. 
In this respect, however, it should also be mentioned that broader deinitions for the impedance of plasmonic 
waveguides have been proposed in the literature21.

Conclusions
In conclusion, by investigating a junction of plasmonic TWTLs we obtain insight into the reasons for and the 
strength of the deviations from Kirchhof ’s laws at the junction of plasmonic waveguides. We ind that the valid-
ity of Kirchhof ’s laws can tentatively be checked via the value of a phenomenological parameter κ relating the 
geometrical parameters of the transmission line with the plasmon efective wavelength. In the regime of small κ 
(which we roughly identify as the values of up to about 0.1) the junction behaves according to Kirchhof ’s the-
ory. Beyond such regime, for large values of the phenomenological parameter, increasing deviations occur and 
the equivalent impedance description (Kirchhof ’s laws) can only provide rough, but nevertheless useful, guide-
lines for the design of more complex plasmonic circuitry. Moreover, we investigate the inluence of the coupling 
between individual plasmonic elements with a system composed of a TWTL and a nanoantenna as a load by 
addition of a suitable stub connected in parallel and give some tentative explanations for the diferent degrees of 
agreement observed for various structure parameters.
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